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vRealize Code Stream
Management Pack for IT DevOps
Enabling DevOps for Infrastructure

AT A G L A N C E

VMware vRealize® Code Stream™ Management
Pack for IT DevOps helps IT teams to apply the
same DevOps best practices of version control,
unit testing and continuous delivery to
infrastructure content such as VMware vRealize
Automation™ service, XaaS blueprints and
Orchestrator workflows. It provides out-of-thebox release pipelines that run in vRealize Code
Stream and can be easily triggered via the
vRealize Automation portal. The Management
Pack will speedily deploy content from multiple
users across different environments or locations.
For example, deploying blueprints or workflows
from various authors and DevTest instances to
multiple vRealize Automation tenants or
Production instances.
KEY BENEFITS

• Automated capture of Infrastructure content, in
text or binary formats
• Store and version the captured content in a
common repository
• Automated rollout or rollback of content from
multiple environments

The Software-Defined Data Center
VMware’s vision of the Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC)
aims to define all data center constructs in software, such as
virtual machines (VMs), network configurations, storage policies,
etc. The value of this approach is that it extends the power of
virtualization from the compute layer up into network and
storage as well. These definitions consist of static content like
install configurations and dynamic services and content that
change very frequently. Since some of the dynamic content,
such as VMware vSphere® templates, is binary in nature, it is not
easy to manage its lifecycle from development to production.
As a result, the process to package content and deploy it across
multiple tenants, environments or locations, is mostly manual
and inconsistent today.

VMware’s Cloud Management Platform
Most VMware customers interested in building a private cloud
start out by orchestrating and automating the IT processes that
provide services to users. These services can provide VMs
configured with storage and networking, application stacks, or
any custom services including ones that connect to third-party
tools like CMDB, IPAM etc. vRealize Orchestrator™ lets users
define a workflow of tasks that must be executed to deliver a
service to users. vRealize Automation provides a framework to
model and publish blueprints for infrastructure and application
services, that can be governed for role-based access. These
blueprints often call out to Orchestrator workflows for some
specific tasks. These two products are included in the vRealize
Suite, which also has capabilities for managing IT operations and
budget, as the customer builds out their SDDC implementation.

SDDC Automation Challenges
SDDC content changes generally flow from development to
multiple test and production environments. These updates are
often developed separately by different team members and
then merged in a shared environment. Since the content is
often in a binary form, the updates and merges cannot be
handled as easily as code changes, by using a source control
system. Multiple steps of imports and exports are required for
a single change to propagate through the release pipeline from
development to production. Keeping track of changes across
multiple environments is challenging for the IT teams.
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Even if moving content between environments could be
automated, there’s still the difficulty of managing issues that
arise due to content dependency. A vRealize Automation
blueprint could depend on some workflows and policies. When
moving the blueprint across environments, these dependent
objects, at the correct versions, have to be moved as well. This
becomes a time-consuming and complex process, that is errorprone and does not guarantee consistent results.

be grouped and pushed to multiple environments in one request.
Using the release pipelines from Code Stream, the content can
be automatically moved across various environment with the
appropriate controls and notifications. Any configured automated
tests will be executed in each environment, to validate correctness
and ensure consistently working software. Should the testing
reveal any bugs or issues, the deployed content can be rolled
back to the last released or known good-state configuration

As with any software, SDDC content will end up having different
versions. These versions could appear at multiple levels:
• Versioning the entire SDDC and every object in it
• Versions of some services e.g. MyApp v1.1
• Versions of service components e.g. CentOS v7.0

As an example, the Management Pack will speedily deploy
vRealize Automation content across multiple tenants on a single
instance or across multiple instances of vRealize Automation
and vRealize Orchestrator. These multiple instances can be
across Dev, Test, Production or even in multiple data center
locations. In essence, the Management. pack enables “DevOps
for Infrastructure.”

Applying DevOps principles to managing
SDDC content
While the SDDC automation challenges are formidable, they can
be solved using the same DevOps principles that are taking hold
in the world of application development. Tools like source control
systems, automated testing, repository management, and release
pipeline automation can all be combined for automating SDDC
content lifecycle management.

Find Out More
For detailed product specifications and system requirements,
refer to the VMware vRealize Code Stream and vRealize
Automation webpages on http://www.vmware.com/products.
For information or to purchase VMware products, call 877-4VMWARE (outside North America, +1-650-427-5000), visit
http://www.vmware.com/products or search online for an
authorized reseller.

VMware’s vRealize Code Stream provides a way to model and
automate the software release process. It also embeds a
repository management solution, JFrog Artifactory Pro, that can
be used to store code or binary objects like VM templates.
The vRealize Code Stream Management Pack for IT DevOps
provides out-of-the-box release pipelines along with vRealize
Automation’s Advanced Service Designer (ASD) forms and
workflows. Together, these automate the capture of content
from multiple environments in a consistent format and store it
in a common repository. The stored and versioned content can
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